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Abstract 
For analytic functions the remainder term of Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules can be represented as a contour integral 
with a complex kernel. In this paper the kernel is studied on elliptic contours for the Chebyshev weight functions of 
the second, third, and fourth kind. Starting from explicit expressions of the corresponding kernels the location of their 
maximum modulus on ellipses is determined. This gives an answer to Gautschi's (1991) conjectures on the location of the 
maximum point for these kernels. Finally, some extensions to Gaussian quadrature rules as well as numerical examples 
are given. 
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I. Introduction 
Consider the (n + 2)-point Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule relative to some nonnegative and inte- 
grable weight function w on the interval ( -1 ,  1), 
1 n 
f (x )w(x)  dx = wof ( -1 )  + Z wvf(xv) + Wn+l f (1 )  + R.+e(f) ,  
1 v=l  
(1.1)  
where the inner nodes Xl,... , x  n are the zeros of the nth~legree orthogonal polynomial ~, associated 
with the modified weight function ~(x) :=(1  -x2)w(x) ,  and the weights w0, wl , . . . ,  w,+l are chosen 
interpolatory, so that R,+2(p) = 0 for all polynomials p of degree ~< 2n + 1 (cf. [7]). 
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For integrands f having an analytic extension into a domain G, containing [-1, 1], it is well 
known that the remainder term Rn+2(f) can be represented as a contour integral. The most common 
contours are concentric ircles or confocal ellipses. This paper is concerned with confocal ellipses 
{ 1/ i0 ' } £4:= zcC '  z=2~0e +0-~e- '° ) ,0~0~.<2rc  , 0>1,  
having loci at + l ,  sum of semiaxes equal to 0 and length L(£4). Since £4 shrinks to the inter- 
val [-1, 1] as 0 "N 1, there exists a maximal parameter 0m~x such that f is analytic inside £4 for 
I < 0 < Omax. The contour integral representation then reads 
Rn+2( f )  = ~ Kn+2(z ) f ( z )dz  , 1 < ~ <Omax, (1 .2)  
Q 
where the kernel Kn+2 is given by 
(') Kn+2(z) = Rn+2 
or, alternatively, by (cf. [2, 3]) 
f l  ~n(X) 0,(z) with 0 , (z ) := ~(x)dx, zEC\ [ -1 ,1 ] .  (1.3) K,+2(z) -  (1 -zZ)~,(z) l Z -  x 
From (1.2) one obtains the error bound 
IRn+2(f)l <~ inf (L(S4) max [K,+2(z)lmax If(z)l) (1.4) 
l <Lg<4rnax ~k 27r ze<, zest, _ ' 
which is studied in a number of papers. Mostly upper bounds or asymptotic estimates for [K,+2(z)[, 
z C £4, are derived (cf. [1, 3] for references). To obtain sharper error bounds it is essential to 
determine the location of the maximum point of [K,+2(z)[ on £4. This approach as been discussed 
first for Gaussian quadrature rules relative to the Chebyshev weight functions (cf. [5, 6]), and has 
been extended to general symmetric weight functions (cf. [8, 9]). Further, Gautschi considered Gauss- 
Radau and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rules relative to the four Chebyshev weight functions (cf. [2]) 
, ?+x 
WI(X) ' - -  I~ /T" -~X 2 '  W2(X) :=V/1 --X2' W3(X) := ------X and w4(x) := +x" 
In this paper we are concerned with Gauss-Lobatto quadrature and denote the corresponding 
rules as Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rules of the first, second, third, and fourth kind, respectively. 
Based on the decomposition z = ½(u + u -1 ), [u I = ~ > 1, explicit expressions of the corresponding 
kernels ~(v) -~,+2, v = 1,.. . ,4, in terms of the variable u are developed (cf. [2]); they are the key for 
determining the maximum point of (v) IKn+z(a)l, v= 1 , . . . ,4 ,  on E e. Since the corresponding orthogonal 
polynomials are connected with the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind, T,(x) and 
U,(x), respectively, these explicit expressions are derived from (1.3) using the well-known relations 
U n+l __ u--n--1 
Tn(z) = 1 n ~(u +u -n) and Un(z)- z=½(u+u-l) .  (1.5) 
b/ __ U--1 ' 
Note that the symmetry of Wl and w2 implies {v) (v) --Xn'+2(--Z), v= Kn+ 2 (z)  = 1,2. 
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For the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the first kind the kernel reads (cf. [2, Eq. (3.9)]) 
(1) 47: 
K,+2(z ) = - u,+l(u - u- I  )(u"+l - u - , - l ) '  
and hence, the kernel/¢,-(1) attains its maximum modulus on every ellipse go, Q > 1, on the real axis aXn4- 2 
(cf. [2, Theorem 4.1]), i.e., 
(1) (1) 1 Q--1 
max [gn+2(z)[  ---- [Kn+2(~( Q + ))1 ---- 
zEge 
4re 
(0 - ~-1 )(Q2,+2 _ 1)" 
(1.6) 
For the remaining cases W2, W3, and w 4 only empirical results and conjectures on the location of the 
maximum point on gQ for the corresponding kernels are presented in [2]. The aim of this paper is 
to derive analytic proofs of these conjectures. 
In Section 2, it is shown that the kernel ~,.(2) attains its maximum modulus on gQ at the point "~n+2 
_(2) if n >~ 3. In particular, the z=X(o+~-~)  fo re> 1, i fn~<2, andatz=l i (Q-e -a )  forQ~>q,+2,
_(2) parameter _(2) is characterized (cf. Theorem 2.1) as well as lower and upper bounds for e,+2 are en+2 
given (cf. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3). The proof comes out after a detailed and rather tricky discussion 
of the explicit expression for r"(2) using polar coordinates. In Section 3, it is proved that the *Xn+2 
kernels -~,+2rd(3) and -~,+2I"(4) attain their maximum modulus on every ellipse EQ,~ > 1, at z - -  ½(Q + Q-a) 
and at z =-½(Q + 0-1), respectively (cf. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Using a suitable substitution the 
maximization is reduced to a similar but easierly solvable maximization problem as for w2 (see 
Lemma 3.3). In Section 4, it drops out as a by-product that the kernel/~a) of the n-point Gaussian 
quadrature rule relative to the Jacobi weight function ~(x) := (1 -x  2 )3/2 attains its maximum modulus 
at z=l i (q  - 0 -1 ) on every ellipse go, ~ > 1, i fn is odd (cf. Theorem 4.1 ). In Section 5, two numerical 
examples howing the sharpness of (1.4) are given. 
2. Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature of the second kind 
2.1. The max imum of  the kernel  on ellipses 
The inner nodes x l , . . .  ,Xn of the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the second kind are the 
zeros of the orthogonal polynomials relative to ~(x) :=(1 -x2)  3/2, i.e., the zeros of T'+2 (cf. [2, 
Lemma 3.1; 10]). Using the differential equation and elementary relations of the Chebyshev poly- 
nomials, the node polynomial co,+2(x ) (2 )  = (1 -x2)T'+2(x ) , ,  becomes 
(2) (n+l ) (n+2) (  n+3 ) 
c°'+2(x) = 2 gn+2(x) n + 1 U, (x)  . 
Starting from (1.3), the second equation in (1.5) and the integral identity (cf. [5, p. 1177]) 
f l Un(X) w2(x)dx rcu -"-1, IZ - -X  Z ~- I (R~-U- -1 ) ,  [U[ > 1, 
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imply the explicit expression (cf. [2, Eq. (3.1 1)]) 
(2) Tg (U __ . , - l  ) l, / n+3 __ U-2) 
Kn+2(z ) --  u.+l (un+3 __ U--.--3) __ n+l( un+3 .+1 __ U--.--1)" (2.1) 
A coarse upper bound for (2) Kn+2(z ) on £5 is obtained by maximizing the numerator and denominator 
in (2.1) separately. Since 
max(u  u - l ) (  n+3 ) Q-1 ( n+3 ) 
- u-2 =(0+ ) k,n+ 1 +0--2 ~cg~ + 1 
and (cf. [4, Proof of Theorem 4.1]) 
min=ee0 I(u"+3 - u-n-a) n+~n 3(un+ 1 _ U_._1) I =(0"+ 3_ 0_ . _3)_  n+l (  0n+ 3 .+1 _0 -n - l ) ,  
it follows as an upper bound 
~--1 ,, t" n+3 
(2) rc (0+~ ) t ;~+0 -2) (n~>0, 0> 1). (2.2) 
max IK.+z(Z)l ~< 0.+1 (0"+ 3 _ 0 -n-3) _ n+3cm+ 1 _ ~- . -1)  zE£° n+l "~ 
This bound can be improved if the maximum of ~(2) *~.+2 on £0 can be determined. For the location 
of the corresponding maximum point the following conjectures are presented by Gautschi (of. [2, 
p. 220]): If  n ~< 2, the maximum is attained at z = ½(0 + 0 -1) on every ellipse £5,0 > 1; if n I> 3, 
there exist parameters ~(2) -- ~-'2(2) 21-(0 + 0 - l )  for U.+2 # 0.+  > 1 such that the maximum is attained at z = 
1 < 0 ~< ~(2)en+2, and at z = ½i(0 0 -1) for 0 ~> Un+2"~(2) For odd n t> 3, one has ~(2) ~2) -- ~n+2 = ~n+2" 
With increasing n both parameters ~2) and ~(2) Un+2 n+2 converge to one rather rapidly (cf. [2, Table 
4.1]). Hence, for practical use the important part of  the conjecture is 
(2) (2) 1' ^(2) , 
max  IKn+2(z)l = - (2.3)  [Kn+2('~l(Q 0-1)) [  for 0 ) gn+2 n /> 3. 
zC£~, 
In the sequel, we treat not only the case n ~< 2, but also prove (2.3) for n ~> 3 and characterize the 
~(2) ; parameter Un+2 the results read as follows: 
Theorem 2.1. The kernel/¢,-(2) *-,+2 of the (n + 2)-point Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the 
second kind satisfies 
(a) for n = O, 1,2 on every ellipse £~ with 0 > 1 
(2) (2) 1 ~ (Q -- Q-- l )(  n+3 -~- ~-z) 
max ]Kn+z(a)I = + ]Kn'+2(g (0 0-1))1 --  0n+l (~n+3 __ Q--n--3) __ n+3(on+l __ Q--n--l); 
zE£o n+l "~ 
,.~(2) (b) for n >>- 3 on £~ with 0 ~ ~.+2 
(2) (2) 1" 0--1 max IK.+g(Z)l = IKn'+2(~l(0 - ))1 
z~_£~ 
(0 + ~-- l)(n+3 + 0--2) 
"n+l 
0.+1 (0.+3 + ( -1 ) "0  -"-3) + n+3(tln+l + ( - -1 )n0- " - l )  ' 
n+l ",~ 
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0(2) n+2 is the unique zero in (1 ,~)  for odd n of 
(n + 3)(n q- 1)02n+2 (n q- 3)204 (n -4-- 1) 2 
n2 5 + n2 5 n2_5  ' 
• 02n+6 
Pn,l(Q) .= -- 
and fo r  even n o f  
I n+2 2 n+2 -2) ( n+3 ,+1 )2 
Pn,2(0) := --2 ~ n - -~0 + 2 + + + 1 (0 + 0 - " - ' )  n + 3 0 0n+3 0-"-3 n + )2 
+(0 + 0_1) 2 ~n~-]-O + 0- l / n  3 ((0n+2 --  0--n--2) 2+(n+ 2)2(0 + 0-1)2). 
Remarks. Starting from the characterization in Theorem 2.1 the parameters ~(2) Un+2 are easily calculated 
with Newton's method; in the special cases n = 3 and n = 5 there holds 0~2)= v~ and 0~2)= 
~½(1 + v '~) (see  Lemma 2.2). Additionally, upper bounds r,+2 as well as lower bounds o-,+2 can 
be established for _(2), ~,+2 n >~ 3 (see Lemmas 2.2 and 2•3)• Table 1 contains the parameters en+ZA2) and the 
~(2) bounds o-.+2, z.+2 for several values of n. Note, that the parameters ¢.+2 coincide with the parameters 
0., n = 3, . . . ,  20, given in [2, Table 4.1]. 
The proof (see Section 2.2) delivers that the parameter _(2) ~'n+2 is optimal in the sense that for 
0 < ~,+2-(2) the point z = ½i(0 - 0 -1 ) is not a maximum point• For odd n/> 3 and 0 < u,+2-(2) it fol- 
lows k,-(2) [ 21_(0 ~_ 0-- 1 (2) 1' 0--1 _(2) *Xn+2k ))1 > ]Kn+2(5 l (0  - ))1 (cf. (2.5) and (2.18)); for even n >~ 4 and 0 < ¢n+2 
the point z = ½i (0 -  0 -1 ) is not a local maximum, and hence, not at all a global maximum of 
Ig~2+~(z)l,  ~ G• 
The remaining part of the conjecture, i.e., the case n ~> 3 and 0 ~< 0~2, is less important for 
practical use because of the following: The maximum modulus of (2) K,+2(z ) on £5 is attained at 
the point z = ½(0 + 0 -1) at most for 0 ~< ~+2 :=~/(n + 1)(n + 3)/(n 2 - 5) (see (2.18) and (2.22)). 
~(2) Since l im.~ 0.+2 = 1, the corresponding maximum tends to infinity for increasing n and 0 ~< ¢.+2- 
Table 1 
(2) _(2) 
n 0"n+2 Qn+2 "On+2 n 0"n+2 ~n+2 "On+2 
3 1.1067 1.4142 1.4142 4 1.2328 1.5955 1.6808 
5 1.0491 1.1170 1.1856 6 1.2251 1.4483 1.5099 
7 1.0283 1.0580 1.1067 8 1.2125 1.3671 1.4124 
9 1.0184 1.0350 1.0696 10 1.1994 1.3138 1.3486 
11 1.0129 1.0235 1.0491 12 1.1871 1.2756 1.3033 
13 1.0096 1.0169 1.0366 14 1.1758 1.2466 1.2693 
15 1.0074 1.0127 1.0283 16 1.1657 1.2237 1.2428 
17 1.0059 1.0099 1.0225 18 1.1566 1.2051 1.2214 
19 1.0048 1.0080 1.0184 20 1.1485 1.1896 1.2038 
29 1.0022 1.0035 1.0084 30 1.1180 1.1395 1.1477 
39 1.0012 1.0019 1.0048 40 1.0983 1.1116 1.1172 
49 1.0008 1.0013 1.0031 50 1.0845 1.0936 1.0977 
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Therefore, the error bound (1.4) is rather poor in this case. Nevertheless, (2.2) can be used to obtain 
a bound for to(z) ~,+2 on SQ in this case. 
2.2. Proof of  Theorem 2.1 
The proof is split into three parts: the cases n = 0, 1, the case n = 2, and the most important case 
n i> 3. In each part a specific technique is used to derive an elegant proof. The characterization of
~(2) , the parameter u,+2 n/> 3, involves some lengthy calculations and is therefore dispersed into Section 
2.3 (see Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3). Remember, z = l (u + u -1) E go, lul = 0 > 1. 
Case 1: n = 0, 1. The expression (2.1) can be written as 
(2) g (1+ 2-n  ) 
Kn+2(z) = un+2(U n+~ -- U -n - ' )  1 ---u Z2 ' n = O, 1, 
from which it immediately follows for 0 > 1 
Q--n--' ) ( maxl.(2 (}l,x .z = l + - -  zEg~, on+2( O n+ I 
2 - n ) (2) , 1-4 -2 =[Kn+2(5(0 +0- ' ) ) I '  n=0,1 .  
Case 2: n=2.  Expanding 1~(z-x) into powers of u -1 (cf. [5, p.1175]) and considering the degree 
of exactness as well as the symmetry of the quadrature rule yield 
(z+) K12)(z) = R] 2) = 2 ~-~ R(42)(U2k)u -2k-1. (2.4) 
k=3 
Obviously, K4(2)(z) attains its maximum modulus at z = 1(0 + Q-l) for 0 > 1, if all remainders 
1 ~ and the weights R~2)(U2k),k >~ 3, have the same sign. Since the inner nodes are xl = -x2 = 
are Wl = w2 = 9re, w0 = w3 = i re  (cf. [7, p. 171]), the remainders R(42)(U2k) satisfy 
R~2)(U2e) = f_ '  U2k(x )~/1 -x2dx-  l re (U2k(1)+ 9U2k(~66) ) 
-- 20 re (2k+1)+9 s in (2k+l )arccos  , 
i.e., R]2)(U6)=-gzt,5 R]Z)(U8) = - ~8 7z, and R~2)(U2k) ~ - l r c ( (2k+ 1) -  9V/~) < 0 for k ~> 5. Hence, 
(2.4) implies for 0 > 1 
max Igj2 (z)l = IK4 
zEEL, 
Case 3: n 1> 3. Starting from the representation of  the numerator and denominator of  (2.1) with 
polar coordinates, i.e., z = ½(u + u - I  ), u = 0e i°, 0 E [0, 2re), 0 > 1, it fol lows 
(2) ~n+3 re h l~)  
max [Kn+2(z)[ = on+2 max , z~eo + 1 o~[o,2.) V h2(0) 
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where 
h l ( O ) : = u _ u_ , 2 V -~- l  u - V - f f - '~ n + 3 ~n+l  2 ,  
h2(O ) :=  (un+ 3 _ u_n_3) n+__3, n+l u--n--') 2 
n+i tu  - 
The maximization problem on the ellipse £Q is reduced to maximizing the quotient hl(O)/h2(O) with 
= - IK,+2(z)] on £Q if and only if respect o 0. Obviously, z li(Q Q-') is maximum point of (2) 
qgn(O) :=hl(O)h2(ln) - hz(O)hl(½rc) <<. 0 for 0C [0,2n). (2.5) 
Introduce the auxiliary quantities (cf. [3-5]) 
am(Q)" ' m . , m .=5(Q E > ), (2.6) .=~(Q ~_ Q-m), bin(Q) _ Q-m) (m [~,~ 1 
and 
1 { /nn+3 /nn+l  _ , )  
Since 
l u _ u-112 = (Q _ Q-,)2 cos 2 0 + (Q + Q-1)2 sin 2 0 = (Q + Q-l)2 _ 4 cos 2 0 = 4 (a~(Q) -- cos 2 O) 
and 
,,--,-3 Yn--,-, _1 , ,+3  cos O) 
nT1 - -n~i  Vn---~ - V n - -~ u =4n+lQ - ' 
it follows that 
hi(0) = 16(a~(Q)c2(Q) - (a2(Q) + c2(Q)) cos 2 0 + cos 4 0). (2.7) 
The function h2(0) becomes after simplifying with the addition formulae of the trigonometric func- 
tions 
h2(O)=( (Qn+3-Q-n-3)cOs(nq-3)O-n+3n + X (Qn+l __ Q--n--1 ) cos(n + 1 )0)2 
~_ ((Qn+3 .~_ Q-n-3)sin(n + 3)0 - ----~(vnn + 3 ^ +l _~_ Q-n- l )  sin(n + 1)0)2 
n + 3 (Qn+l = (Qn+3 + (__l)nQ-n-3 _k_ n_~"  + (_l)nQ-n-1)) 2 
--2((--1)" + cos2(n + 3)0)-- 2(  n + 3~ 2 k.n  1) ((-1)" +cos2(n+ 1)0) 
-4n+3 2.+4 n+3 2 Q-2 n+ 1 (Q + Q-2"-4)c°s2 0 + 2 n+ 1 (Q + )(cos2(n + 2)0 - (-1)"). (2.8) 
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For further discussion of On(O) the cases n odd and n even must be distinguished. Thereby, the 
elementary identities (m E N) 
- l+cos2m0=-2s in  2m0 and l+cos2m0=2cos  2m0, (2.9) 
COS 2 0 --  cosZ(2m ÷ 1)0 = sin 2m0 sin(2m + 2)0, (2.10) 
as well as the estimates (cf. [4, Lemma 3.1]) 
I sin 2mO[ ~< m [ sin 201 = 2m I sin 0 cos 0[, (2.11 ) 
[ cos 2 0 - cos2(2m + 1 )0[ ~< m(m + 1 ) sin 2 20 = 4m(m + 1 ) sin 2 0 cos 2 0 (2.12) 
are needed. 
Case 3a: n i> 3 odd. Using (2.9) and (2.10) it follows from (2.8) 
( n÷3 n+l t-o-n-1 ) 2 h2(O ) = ~)n+3 _ Q--n-3 ÷ n__~.i_( ~ _ ) 
+4 n + 3 ((Q _ ~-1)2 cos2(n + 2)0 - (~.+2 _ Q-.-2)2 cos 20] 
n+l  \ / 
( (n÷3~2sin2(n+ 1)0) +4 sin2(n + 3)0 -  2 n+ln  3(cos 2 0 -  cosZ(n + 2)8) + \n  + 1) 
n+3b . . ,2  ( )2 
=4(b .+3(0)+~ n+,tO)) +4 s in(n+3)0- -nn+l+3sin(n+l)0 
n+ 3 (b~(o)cos2(n 2)O_b2+2(O)cos20) ' (2.13) +16 + 
n+l  
and hence, from (2.5) and (2.7) 
( n+3 )2 
q0.(0) = 64 b.+3(Q) + n--~b,+l(0) 
-64aZ(~)c2(Q) (sin(n + 3)0 
\ 
(COS 4 0 -- (a2(o) + cZ(o))COS 2 O) 
n__+ 3 sin(n + 1 )0 "~ 2 
7 n+l  
With  b2+2(Q) - bZ(Q) = bn+l(O)bn+3(Q), COS 4 0 = (1 --  sin 2 0)cos 2 0, and (2.12) (where 2m = n + 1) 
we obtain from (2.14) 
n + 3 b \2 (b.+3(Q) + n + 3 b ,~2 ¢Pn(O) <~ 64 (bn+3(O) + ~ n+l (O) )  cos40-64(a~(o)+c2(o)) ~ ,+,(0)) 
2 2 n+3/ . .2  ~ × cos 2 0 + 256a1(0)c (~) n - -~ t, t°"+2t'e, - b~(o)) cos 2 0 - b~(o) (cos2(n + 2)0 - cos 2 0)) 
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n+3 2 n+3 2 2 } 
~< 64 (bn+3(Q) + n~-b ,+ l (Q) )  (1 - aZ(Q) - c2(Q)) + 4 n + 1 al(Q)c (Q)b,+~(o)b,+3(O) 
{ n+3 2 } 
x cos 2 0 - 64 (b.+3(Q) + n~i-b~+a(~)) - 4(n + 3)2a~(~)b~(Q)c2(~) sin 20cos 2 0 
= q~n(0) COS z 0 -- 16{(bn+3(~) 
n+3 z + -4(n + 3)2a~(~)b~(Q)c2(o)} sin z 20. 
(2.15) 
A rather tricky, but lengthy calculation shows the existence of  a unique parameter r'(2) e,+2 > 1 satisfying 
_(2) _(2) . qgn(0) = 0 for ~ = U,+2 and qo,(0) < 0 for Q > Un+2, moreover, the term in the braces is nonnegative 
_(2) We omit the details here and refer to Lemma 2.2 (see Section 2.3). for Q >~ un+2. 
_(2), i.e., z = ½i(Q ~-1) is maximum point of This implies ~On(O ) ~ 0 for 0 C [0, 2rt) and Q ~> Un+2 
(2) _(2) and odd n ~> 3. IKn+2(z)l on ge for Q >~ •n+2 
Case 3b: n >~ 4 even. Using (2.9) it follows from (2.8) 
n+3 \2  4(nn@l)2  cos2(n 1)0 h2(O) = 4 (an+3(Q) ÷ ~-~an+l(Q)) - -  4 cos2(n ÷ 3)0 - + 
-8  n + 3 (a2(Q) sin2(n + 2)0 + a2n+4(Q)COS 2 O) 
n+l  
(2.16) 
and therefore (cf. (2.5)), 
n+3 \2 
qgn(0)=64 (an+a(Q)÷ -~-Tan+l(Q)) (cos40-(a2(Q)÷c2(Q))cos 20)
( ) +64aZ(ff)c2(o ) cos2(n + 3)0 + \n - -~ J  COS2(n "+- 1)0 
+ 128a1(0)c2 2(O)n_ ~n+ 3 (a2(o) sin2(n + 2)O÷a2n+4(O)COS20) (2.17) 
must be discussed. 
For z = ½i(Q - E -1 ) being maximum point, the necessary condition (/0n(0) ~ 0 must be fulfilled 
again. In contrast o the former case 3a this condition is not sufficient here. But since q~n(½n)= 
t 1 1 qgn(in ) = 0 the inequality ~o,(0) ~ 0 is valid only if 0 = ~n is a local maximum of q~,(0), i.e., 
/t 1 q0,(Src) ~< 0. Now, according to Lemma 2.3 there exists a unique parameter qn+2-(2) > 1 with q~,(Sn)=0" 1 
_(2) and ,, 1 _(2). ,,(2) Again, we omit the for 0 = u,+2 ~On(grt ) < 0 for 0 > ~tn+2, moreover, ~On(0 ) ~ 0 for 0 ~> ~n+2" 
details here and refer to Lemma 2.3. Hence, setting cos 4 0 = (1 - sin 2 0) cos 2 0 and using (2.11), 
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(2.12), it follows from (2.17) 
~o.(0)  = 
n+3 2 
64 (a.+3(Q) + n---~--]-a.+l(Q)) (1 - a~(Q) - c2(Q)) 
( n+3 (n+3)2~} 
÷a~(Q)c2(Q) 2 -ff-~a2n+4(Q) ÷ 1 + \-n-~7 J c°s2 
n+3 ,~2 
-64  an+3(Q) + ~---(a.+l(Q)) sin 20cos 2 0 
+128 n÷3 2 2 2 n + 1 a1(Q)c (Q)a2(Q)sin (n + 2)0 
+64a~(Q)eZ(Q)(cos2(n + 3)0 - cos 2 0) 
(n + 3~2a~(Q)c2(Q)(cos2( n +1)0  - cos 2 0) +64 \n - -~ J  
n+3 ,~2 
~< q~.(0)cos 2 0 - 64 an+3(Q) + n---q2--i-a.+l(Q)) sin 2 0cos 2 0 
+64a2(Q)c2(Q)~ ~--~3131(2(n+2)2a2(Q) 
+(n+2)( (n+l ) (n÷4)  n(n_+3)~) 
n + 3 + n + 1 J sin 2 0 cos 2 0 
(z19) { q~,,(O)cos2 0 + ~qYn'( l~)sin2 0} COS2 0 
,~(2) ~< 0 for 0E[0,2r 0 and Q >/k'n+2, 
= - IK.+2(z)l on £o for Q I> ~,+2 i.e., z li(Q Q-I) is maximum point of (2) _(2) and even n/> 4. 
Summing up all cases finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1. [] 
_(2) 2.3. Characterization of the parameter ~'.+2 
This section deals with the characterization a d estimation of the parameter .~(2) k'n+2" 
Lemma 2.2. Let n >~ 3 be odd and q~,(O) be defined as in (2.5). 
^(2) (a) There exists a unique parameter ~,+2 > 1 satisfyin9 
,.~(2) ~(2) and (ii) q~.(0) < 0 for Q > ~.+2. (i) ~0n(0) = 0 for Q = in+2 ( ) 1/(.+,) 
(2) where := (n + 3)/(n + 1) (b) There holds a,+2 ~ Qn+2 ~ '~n+2 O'n+2 
( (n+ 5)/(n + 1))2/(n+l)'in, particular, Q~2)=x/2 and Q(72)= ~]]1(1 + v/~).  
and "~n+2 
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_(2) (c) For 0 > ~.+2 one has (bn+3(O) + ((n + 3)/(n + 1) )bn+l (O) )  2 - 4(n + 3)2a~(o)b2(o)c2(o ) >/O. 
Proof.  (a) Using (2.5), (2.7) and (2.13) it follows 
n+3 2 n + 3 
q~.(O) = 64b~(0)(c2(0) - 1)(b.+3(0) + ~bn+l (0 ) )  - 64aZ(o)cZ(o)(b.+3(O) 
n+l  nt l  
- -  b.+l (0)) 2. 
Hence, with (2.6), (Dn(0) ~ 0 holds true if and only if 
/n+3 n+3 0 ~4b1(0) t-~--~_-70-0-1) (bn+3(Q) q--U'd--fbn+l(O)) 
(n+3 n+3 
-4a i (o)  \ - f f~- l  O q- o-i ) (bn+3(O) - -n---l bn+l(O) 
= -4  nq-n -4- 2(^n+ 31  "~* _ 0 -n-3 ) + 2 n+n  3(0n+ l i  -- 0 -n-1  ) t~_ .~ 0 / 'n  + 3 2 ArO--2) 
1 2 b  n 2 -- 5 O_n_ 3 ( (n + 3)(n + 1)02.+2 (n + 1 )2 \02n+6 -- + (n + 3)2 4 (n + 1 )2 "~ 
i.e., 
, 02n+6 q~.(0) ~< 0 iff Pn,l(O) .= -- 
(n ~- 3)(n ~- (n ~- 3)2 4 (n --~ 1 )  2 
n z - 5 1)02n+2 + "n2-~_.~'5 0 r/2 -- 5 ~> 0. (2.18) 
Since P.,I(1 )= P'.,l(1 )= 0 Descartes' rule of signs implies the existence of a unique positive zero 
(2) of P . , (0) .  Since p'n',1(1) = -- 16(n + 1)(n + 3)/(n 2 -- 5) < 0 and l ime~ p . , l (Q)=+cc  this zero n+2 
(2) .+2 must be greater than one, which proves Lemma 2.2(a). 
(b) For n 3 and n 5 the parameter Az) = = u.+2 can be calculated explicitly, since 
P3,1(0) = 012 - 60 s + 904 - 4 = (04 - 1)2(0 4 - 2), i.e., O~ 2) = v/2, 
and 
p5,1(Q)=Q16 ~.2012 _q._ ~Q4 9 2 4 9 0(72) _ _~=(Q4_ l )2 (Q8_~ -~) ,  i.e., = - . 
Since limQ__.~ P.,1(Q) = +co  the estimates are valid if p.,l(~rn+2) < 0 and Pn, l ( ' rn+2) > 0. NOW, 
pn, l(O'.+2) = (1 + - -  t,-U-+-7 ) 
2+4/(n+ 1 )
(n + 3)3 + (n + 1)3 
h 
(n  2 - 5 ) (n  + 1 ) 
2(n +n 22)(n- 5 - 1 ) 1 + n---~ / n 2 - 1 
2(n + 2) (n  - -  1 )  
n 2 - 5 k=o k 
n 2 q- 4n + 7~ 
n z -- 1 ) " 
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For n ~> 4 and k ~> 3 the series coefficients 
dk:=(2(l÷2/(n÷l))) ( 2 ) ~ =~2-v÷4/ (n÷l )  ( 2 ) v÷l  
alternate in sign and the sequence {Idkl}k~>3 converges monotonic towards 0 (for n = 3 we have 
dk = 0 for k >~ 4). Hence, for n/> 3, 
Pn'l(crn+2)~Z(n-q-1-Z)(n-1)( d°÷d l÷d2÷d3-1n2-5  n÷14 n2---112 ) 
2 (n÷2)(n-  1) ( 12 24 128 64 
= ~ 5 ~ + (n+ 1) ----------~ + 3(n+ 1) 4 ÷ (n+ 1) ~ 
÷ 
_ 32(n÷2) (n -1) (45÷19n÷7n2÷n3~ 
-- 3(n2_5) \ (n+]-)~n~]-3 ,] 
which shows ^ (2) fin+2 ~ O'n+2" 
To prove Pn,l(r.+2) > 0 a similar technique is used, since 
(n ÷ 5) 4 
p.,,(z.+2) = ~-~.q. i) 4 
Set 
<0, 
256 12 ) 
3(n + 1 )6 n 2 - 1 
(~)  (n_~)  k ~ 8/(n+ 1) - -v (  4 )k 
ek := = v=0 V+ 1 ~ ' 
then for n ~> 7 and k >/ 1 the coefficients ek alternate in sign and the sequence {lekl}k>~2 converges 
monotonic towards 0 (for n = 7 we have ek = 0 for k >7 2). Hence, there follows for n ~> 7 
( 4 -]8/(n+l) ~-~ (~)  (n__~) k 32 64 512 
1 + n+ l J  = ~=0 ~> e0 + el + e2 = 1 + (n + 1)~ (n + 1)3 ÷ (n + 1)~" 
Using this inequality in pn3(Zn+2) and expanding into powers of (n÷ 1) yields after some elementary 
calculations 
512 ( 6  ~ 22 16 512 14081024)  
Pn,l('Cn+2 ) ~ (n+ 1)2(n2- 5) 1+,o , ~ +(n+l )2  (n÷l )  3 (n÷l )  4 (n+l )  5 (n÷l )  6 
i.e., Pn,l('rn+2 ) > 0 and e,+2"(2) ~< vn+2 for n ~> 7. Obviously, the bound is valid for n = 3, 5, too. 
,,(2) according to the equivalence r lation (2.18) (c) We have for Q >~ e,+2 
n+32)bn+l(O)['n+3 2 ) bn+3(e) ~ 2(n ÷ ~n---~ 0 ÷ Q-2 
?+3n+3 ( 
= 2b.+l(O) 2al(0)c(Q) - , -+-1 n÷ ~/ (n÷l ) (n÷3)  
(n_÷_322~ ( 4 ) 8/(n+l) (n÷l )  2 (n÷3) (n+5)  4 
- -  + n 2 -5  J l+n+l  n 2 -5  (n 2 -5) (n+1)3"  
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as well as for Q ~> O'n+ 2 (cf. [4, Lemma 3.2]) 
b.+~(O) = 2b(n+l)/2(Q)a(n+l)/z(Q) >/(n + 1)a(n+l)/Z(Q)bl(Q) >1 (n + 1)a(n+y)/2(Crn+2)bl(Q). 
n(2) Hence, we get for Q >~ e.+2 (>/cr.+2) 
n+3 2 (bn+3(Q) -q- ~-@-i-bn+l(Q)) - 4(n + 3)2a~(o)b~(Q)c2(o) 
- +  1 
-4(n + 3)2a~io~)b~(o)c2(o) 
n+2 ) n+3~ 2 
x/in + 1)(n 4- 3) + ~- - i - ]  
n -~- 3 b2n+l(~O) - b~(Q)) =4(n + 3)2a~(0)c2(0) (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 
= 4(n + 3)2a21(o)b~(o)c2(o) [ ~(n 
proving Lemma 2.1(c). [] 
+ 1)(n + 3) 2 ) 
(n q-- 2) 2 a~.t (O'n+2) -- 1 =0,  
Lemma 2.3. Let n >f 4 be even and q).(O) be defined as in (2.5). 
(a) There exists a unique parameter ~n+2"(2) > 1 satisfying 
( i )  ,, 1 _(2) and (ii) ,, 1 ,,(2) q).(5n) = 0 for 0 = Qn+2 (]9n(2~) < 0 for 0 > en+> ( ) 1/(n+l). 
~(2) where :=(2n + 2) t/(n+7) and r.+2 := v/5(n + 2) (b) There holds o.+2 ~< en+2 ~< ~.+2 an+2 
_(2) (c) For 0 > u,+2 one has ~o.(0) <. O. 
1 yields Proof. (a) Differentiating q~.(0) with respect o 0 and setting 0 = 5re 
n+3 . ,~2 
' " ' i re'=--16(a21(0)+ c2(0)) an+3(O)+ ~--~an+l(O)) P.,2(O) := ~ ~°.t5 J 
+32a~(Q)e2(o ) n + 3 2U? (in + 3)(n + 1) + a2.+,(Q) + in + 2)~a2i~')) 
= 4 ~0n(0) -- 4 a.+3(~) + -~ ia ,+, tQ) )  
n + 3 / '  
+4a12(Q)c2(o) ~(n+2)  
n(n + 3) 2 + (n + 4)(n + 1) 2 
(n + 1)(n + 3) 
+ 2(n + 2)h,2i~)) }. 
(2.19) 
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Expanding Pn,2 into powers of 0 gives 
8 4 7 
A ~4n+2v ~[ 
Pn,2(Q) = -- Zv=0 A2vQ2v ÷ Zv=l A2n+2vQ2n+2v - ~"¢ ¢-X4n+2V~v=4 f Q--2n--8 (2.20) 
with positive coefficients 
(n+3)  2 n+l  
Ao - -  3 '  A2 = 4, A4 = 6 n + 3 n+ n+-~l' A6=akn+l ]  ' 





15n 5 ÷ 155n 4 ÷ 605n 3 ÷ l l01n 2 ÷ 912n ÷ 268 
(n + 3)(n + 1) 2 
20n 4 ÷ 160n 3 + 440n 2 + 480n + 148 
(n + 1)2 
15n 5 + 145n 4 + 525n 3 + 879n 2 + 664n + 164 
(n + 1 )3 
(n + 2)2(n ÷ 3) 2 n 2 + 8n + 11 
A2n+14 = , A4n+8 - (n + 1)2 (n + 1)2 
A4n+12 
(3n + 7)(n + 3) 2 
A2n+l 2 = 2 
n+l  
=4fn+3"~ 2 
' A4n+10 . kn+ 1) ' 
n 2 -- 5 
, A4n+l 4 = 4, A4n+16 -- (n + 1)~" 
6n 4 +48n 3 + 148n 2 +208n + 118 
(n + 3)(n + 1)3 
According to Descartes' rule of signs and because of 
lira Pn,2(O)= lim P . ,2 (0 )=-c~,  O---*0 Q--..~ oc~ p.,2(1) = 
64(n + 2)2(n 2 ÷ 3n + 1)(n 2 + 5n + 5) 
,>0 ,  
(n÷3) (n÷l )  3 
(2.21) 
,i(2) Pn,2 has exactly one zero ~n.2 > 1 and one in (0, 1). This proves (i) and (ii). 
(b) Because of (2.21) the estimates are valid if Pn,2(ffn+2) > 0 and p,,2(z,+~) < 0. For n = 4, 
this can be verified immediately by direct calculation. Therefore, let n >~ 6. To prove Pn,2(~rn+2) > 0 
we estimate in (2.20) the powers Q2~,v = 0, 1,... ,3, by Q8 and QZn+Zv, v = 2,. . . ,7,  by ~2n+2 and 
Q4~+2v, v = 4,. . . ,  7, by Q4n+16, and get 
2{ 
Pn,2(Q) >/ 
8(n ÷ 2) 4 8 
(n + 3-)-(-n ~ 1) 3~ ÷ 
16(n + 2)2(n 2 ÷ 4n + 2)(2n 2 + 8n + 7) 02.+2 
(n + 3)(n + 1 )3 
8(n + 2) 4 ] 
(n + 3)(n + l) 3 Q4n+16 
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>/ 
16(n+2)4 {_08 O 2n+2 
(n+3) (n+l )3  + + 
4(n+2)  4 -  ll(n+2)2+402n+ 2 } (n+2)2 -- o4n+ 16 0-2n-8 
16(n + 2) 4 f ~4(n + 2) 2 -- 11 + - -  
(n + 3)(n + 1) 3 L 
4 } 
(n + 2) 2 02n+14 0-6. 
Hence, for 0 = °n+2 ~- (2n + 2)  1/(n+7) there follows 
16(n + 2) 4 ~4(n+2)  2 11 + 
Pn,2(ffn+2) ~ (n ,-[- 3)(n + 1) 3 ~ 
i.e., A2) ~n+2 ~ °'n+2" 
(n q- 2) 2 
-4 (n+ 1) 2} -6 O'n+ 2 > O, 
To prove Pn,2('~n+2) < 0 we estimate the powers 02"+8-2v by 02n+8+2v, V= 1,2, 3, and arrange the terms 
in a suitable way. This yields 
Pn,2(0) ~ {A2n+2-~-M2n+14-A4n+1602n+2}Q2n+14--~- {A2n+4-~-A2n+12-A4n+1402n+2}o2n+12 
~-{A2n+6 Af-A2n+lo-A4n+1202n+2}o2n+l° off {m2n+8 -m4n+loQ2n+2}Q 2n+8. 
An elementary calculation shows that each of the four terms in the braces is negative for 0 = z.+2 = 
( ) 1/(n+l). ~(2) for n >/6. x/-5(n + 2) Hence, pn,z(Zn+2) < 0 and Un+2 ~< "Cn+2 
(C) Using (2.5), (2.7) and (2.16) it follows: 
n+3 2 (bn+3(Q) - n+3b \2 tPn(O)=64b~(o)(c2(o) - 1)(an+3(O)+-ff--+--~an+l(O)) -64a~(0)c2(0) ~ n+,(O)) • 
Hence, q~.(O) ~< 0 holds true if and only if 
n+3 \ (n +302 - 1) (an+3(O)+ n~-an+l(O)) 0 >~ 4b1(0) \7 -~ 
(n-+-302 1) (bn+3(Q) n+3bn+l(Q)) 
-4a1(0) 2n-~]- + n + 1 
2 _ 0_n_2) ____  n+ 1 (0n+2 
n+3 n 
\ 
n+ (o - o-") ) 
(n+32)( on4 + 1 0n+4 __ 2 
-- nTq_ 1 
(0n+ 2 _ 0_n_2) __ n AI- 3 n 
n+l (0  -0 - " )  / 
m 2 m  
n 2 -- 5 
(n + 1)2 
0_n_ 4 (02n+8 __ (n + 3)(n + n 2 - 5 1 ) 02n+ 4 -~- - -  (n + 3)204 (n -I- 1) 2 ) 
n 2 -- 5 n ~ - -5  ' 
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i.e., 
q~n(0) ~< 0 iff O 2n+8 - -  (n+3) (n+ 1) 2n+4 (nq-3)204 (n-k- 1) 2 
n 2 -- 5 O ~- n ~ ~-5  n 2 - 5 ~> 0. (2.22) 
Obviously, ~p,(0) ~< 0 for 0 ~> O,+2 = ~/(n + 1)(n + 3) / (n  2 - -  5). Since ~n+2 ~< V/(4n + 6)/(4n -- 3 )= 
V/1 + 9/(4n -- 3) for n >~ 6 and (1 + 9/(4n - 3)) (4"-3)/9 is increasing towards e we obtain ( 9)31J ( 9) 4n_3,J8 
(~n+2)n+7 ~ 1 + 4n 3 = 1 + 4n ~ 3 1 + 4n 3 
< < 2(n + 2) = (0.n+2)  n+7, 
i.e., a,+2 > 0,+2 for n/> 6. For n = 4, there holds 0" 6 < ~6;  but direct calculation shows in this case 
P4,2(~6) > 0 and hence, analogously as in part (b) of this proof, 0(62) > ~6- Summing up, one has 
(2) A2) and n t> 4. [] .+2 ~> 0.+2 and therefore ~o.(0) ~< 0 for 0/> ~n+2 
3. Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature of the third and fourth kind 
3.1. The maximum of the kernels on ellipses 
Consider first the (n + 2)-point Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the third kind relative to 
w3(x) = V/(1 +x) / (1  -x ) .  According to [2, Lemma 3.2] the node polynomial reads 
~o,+2(x ) :=(1 - x) Un+l(x) + n -~ gn(x) • 
Letz  : l(u+u-1),lu I > 1. Then c0,+2(z)(3) and 
1 (3) P 
(Dn+2(Z) = / w3(x) dx 
J_  1 Z- -X  
are expressible in terms of the variable u (cf. [2, p.217]); by (1.3) the kernel (3) K~+2(z ) reads (cf. [2, 
Eq. (3.12)]) 
-- n+2 
(3) 2rt u+l  u I+;~-T 
Kn+2(z ) -- (3.1) u "+1 u -  1 (u "+2 - u - " -2 )+ "+2(un+l -- U-"-I)" 
n+l ~'" 
Theorem 3.1. The kernel ~(3) "~n+2 of  the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of  the third kind attains 
its maximum modulus on every ellipse gQ, 0 > 1, on the positive real axis, i.e., 
n+2 ] 2rc(O + 1) (0  -1 + n--~" 
maxlK~3~2(z) I -_ ~,.(3) t,t,~ - - .+2~t~ + e -1)) = 
zCg,  2 e"+' (e  - 1 ) ( (e  - e + - e - " - ' ) )  n+l "~ 
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Proof. Set u "=(iv) z, then for u running along the circle CQ "={u"  [u] = 0} the variable /) runs 
twice along the circle C~ :={/) • Iv I = v/-~} in opposite direction. Consequently, 
(3) (3) 1 max IK°+2(z)l = max IK,+z(~(u + u- ' ) ) l  
z~Ee lul=o 




n+2 ] 27z ( -v  2 + 1 )2 (__/)--2 _[_ ~g -' 
on+l ( / )4  __ 1 ) ( ( __  1 )n+2( / )2n+4 __ / ) - -2n- -4)  .~_ (__  1 )n+l  n+2 l  ( / )2n+2 __ / ) -2n - -2 )  
max 
Ivl=v'~ 
2re ( n+2 _ _  / ) -2)  
" n+l 




(/) _ /)-1 )2 
1 U-1 
q2n+l (~( / )  q'- ) )  :=  (/)2n+4 __ / ) -2n -4)  _ n+2(,,2n+2 _ / ) -2n -2) "  
n+l "-~ 
According to Lemma 3.3 1 /)--1 q2n+l (~( / ) -~  ) )  attains its maximum modulus at v = ivY. Addition- 
ally, the factor ((n +2) / (n  + 1) -  v-2)/(/) 4 -  1) attains its maximum modulus at / )=  iv/~, too. 
Hence, 
n+2 -1  
(3) 2n(7;7 + 0 ) )) max IKn+2(z)[ = 1 r I (3) ," 1,," zcg~, ~__~e~__ ~ ]) q2.+l(½i(x/~ _ ~ = _lkn+2~,~( Q A¢_ 0--1 )). [] 
The case of  the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of  the fourth kind relative to W4(X ) "= 
v/(1 -x ) / (1  +x)  is easily obtained from the former. Since the corresponding kernel 1,'(4) is con- *Xn+2 
nected with ~(3) via (4) (3) -- Kn+2(z ) : (cf. [2, Eq. get  -Kn+2(-z ) (3.13)]) we *Xn+2 
(4) / , i (4)  { 1 {,~ max [K,+z(Z)l = max IK~3+)2(z)l = k "(3) t' (,, + o- '  )) = + 
zE£ o zEE c, 
Theorem 3.2. The kernel k'(4) of  the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the fourth kind attains *~n+2 
its maximum modulus on every ellipse EQ, 0 > 1, on the negative real axis, i.e., 
2r~( 0 + 1)(0-1 + .+2] n+l  i (4) (4) l ~)-- ! 
max IK.+2(z)l  ))  = = K~+2(-~(0 + 
zEgL, 0n+l(0 -- 1)((0"+2 -- 0 - . - -2 )+ "+2(a.+1 _ ~0--n--1))" n+l x= 
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3.2. The auxiliary function qm 
Consider now for odd m I> 1 and z = ½(u + u -1 ), lul > 1, the auxiliary function 
qm(Z) :=qm(½(U -I- U- I ) )  = (U --  u - l )  2 
(um+3 --  u-m-3)  __ m+3(lim+l _ u-m- l ) "  
m+l ",'" 
(3.2) 
Lemma 3.3. For odd m >~ 1 the function qm(Z) from (3.2) attains its maximum modulus on every 
ellipse go, O > 1, on the imaginary axis, i.e., 
max ]qm(Z)] = ]qm(li(o -- 0- '  ))1 = (0 + 0- '  )2 
zC£o (Qm+3 __ Q--m--3)._}_ m+3(tlm+l _ o--m--1 )" m+l ",= 
Proof. Inserting polar coordinates z = ½(u + u -1 ) E gQ, [u I = Q > 1 in (3.2) yields 
~/4(a~(0) - cos 2 0) 2 
]qm(Z)] = V -h2-(~ ' (3.3) 
where h2(O) is the function from (2.13) with n replaced by m. Obviously, qm(g) attains its maximum 
modulus on go at z = li(0 - 0 -1 ) if and only if 
q)m(O) :=(a~(o) -- cos 2 0)2h2(17~)  - aa(o)h2(O) ~ 0 for 0 E [0,2~c). 
Proceeding analogously as in the derivation of (2.15) and replacing n by m and c2(0) by a~(o) one 
obtains 
{ ~m+3b "2m+1(0)) -4 (m+ } q)m(O) ~ (pm(O)cos20 - (bm+3(O)-]- 3)2a14(o)b2(o) sin220. (3.4) 
{ } is increasing for Since b2m+2(O)- b2(0)= b,n+l(O)bm+3(O) and since the sequence (1/m)bm(O) m~l 
fixed 0 > 1 (cf. [9, Lemma 2.2]), it follows for 0 > 1 
( 31 q)m(O) = 4(1 - 2a2(0)) bm+3(O) q- ~brn+l (O)  q- 16 m + a14(o)(b2m+2(O) - b~(o)) 
m+ 
2 m + 3 / 2 0-2)2+4)bm+l(O)bm+3(O ) (m+3~ b2m+l(O) + + = - -2 (02q-0  -2 )  b2m+3(Q)-~  \m~]- ]  , m-~i  -{~(0 
(2bm+3  ' m+3 )( ) - -+  1(02 + 0-2)bm+1(0) (02 -k 0-2)bm+3(0) - 2 m+lm  3 bm+l(O ) 
1 
~m+ 1~( ~m- 1~m+3~ ~m + 3~m 1~/ (~m+ l~m+,~ ~m + ~m+~/  
~<0. 
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Applying the elementary inequality b2&) = 2b&)a&) > 2ka&~)bi(e) (cf. [4, Lemma 3.21) to 
b,+,(e) and bm+3(~) yields for Q > 1 
( m+3 ) 
2 
b?l+3(@) + - m + 1 b??+l(e) - 4(m + 3)*~WXe) 
+ (e ( h+3)/2 + Q-(m+3”‘) + (e’“+‘“’ + e-‘“+‘“” ))‘(m + 3)2bXe) - 4(m + 3)2&)%?) 
2 b:(e)(m + 3)2 (t(e’ + eP2 + e + e-i)’ - 4&e)) 
= %e)(m + 3)2 (t (4&e) + (e + e-’ - 2))* - 4&e)) 
> 0. 
These two inequalities imply q,,,(0) d 0, 13 E [0,27c), in (3.4) and hence, qm(z) attains its maximum 
modulus on &Q at z = ii(e - e-l) for e > 1. 0 
4. Application to Gaussian and Gauss-Radau quadratures 
4.1. A special Gauss-Gegenbauer quadrature rule 
Since the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule relative to any weight function w is connected with the 
Gaussian quadrature rule relative to G(x) :=( 1 -x2)w(x), the corresponding kernel K,,+2 is connected 
with the kernel KAG) of the Gaussian quadrature rule relative to % and satisfies (cf. (1.3)) 
S’(z) 
&+2(z) = 1. 
In this sense, the n-point Gauss-Gegenbauer quadrature rule relative to G(x) : =( 1 - x2)3/2 is con- 
nected with the (n + 2kpoint Lobattc-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the second kind and the corre- 
sponding kernel KcG)(z) reads n 
kcG’(z) =(1 - z”)K$(z) = 71 
(u - u-‘)‘(Z - u-2) 
n 4un+’ (p+3 - u-“-3) _ e&n+1 _ p-1)’ 
For odd n we have with the function q,, from (3.2) 
j$G’(z) = 7-c 
n 4u”+l (u - u-9 (S - u-2) 4&) 
and hence, with Lemma 3.3, 
n+3 
yE;x I~!iG’(z>l = & (e + e-‘1 (n+l + eC2) Mii(e - e-‘>)I for e > 1. 
e 
(4.1) 
Theorem 4.1. For odd n the kernel kLG) of the Gaussian quadrature rule relative to the weight 
function G(x) :=( 1 -x2)312 attains its maximum modulus on every ellipse &Q, e > 1, on the imaginary 
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axis, i.e., 
I~(~)~z~l ~(~) l. --IKn (~1(0  - -  = max I - -n  \ l l  zE&, 
~(Q_.}_Q-l)3(n+3 
~+0 -2) 
4Qn+l(on+3--o-n-3+n+3(nn+l __0 -n - l ) ) "  
n+l TM 
Remark. For even n ~> 2 the solution of the maximization problem is more difficult. Since 
maxz~e~, [1 -z21 = 1(0 + 0)  2 for O > 1, Theorem 2.1 (with the parameter ^(2) ~,+2) implies that R',(°)(z) 
~(2) and n/> 4. It is still unsolved attains its maximum modulus on EQ at z = ½i(o -- 0-1). if 0 ~> ,+2 
^(2) what happens for 0 < ~,+2. We believe that there exists a smaller parameter ~, > 1 such that 
A2) z = ½i (o -  0 -1) is also maximum point for ellipses CQ with ~, < 0 < gn+2" In the special case 
n = 2 one obtains, employing polar coordinates in (4.1), that K~°)(z) attains its maximum modulus 
at z = xi(e - 0 -~) on C~ with 0 ~> 02 :=1.52406.. .  (cf. [8]). 
4.2. Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature rule of  the third kind 
The kemel K (3,G) of the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the third kind relative to W 3 is 
discussed in [5, Section 5.2]. Starting from the explicit expression 
2rc(u + 1 )2 
K(3"G)(z)= gn+l(  u -  b/--1)( un+l ..~u_n), Z= I (U  ~- u - - l ) ,  
it is proved with the help of polar coordinates that K, (3'°) attains its maximum modulus on C~ at 
z = ½(0 + 0- l )  • Using an analogous method as in the proof of  Theorem 2.1 this maximum modulus 
can be determined without using any polar coordinates. Setting u = v 2 we obtain the following 
connection between K, (3,°) and the kernel "~2,+lr"(l'O) of the (2n + 1 )-point Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature 
rule of the first kind: 




27: (V 2 -}- 1 )2 
u2n+2(V2 _ U-2)(v2n+2 --~ I) -2n) 
= max 
since (cf. [5, Eq. (5.4)]) 
(U -~- l) - l  ) L....(1,G){ l/'• d- 
2 ,~2n+lk~kv - -  V 1)) , 
(1 G) l Km' (~(v + v- l ) )  = 
4re 
(v - v-l )(v 2m + 1) 
(mE N). 
gO,a) attains its maximum modulus at z = ½(v~ + 1/v/O) According to [5, Theorem 5.1] the kemel -~2n+t 
which leads to the well-known result from [5, Theorem 5.3] 
max ]K~3'°)(z)[ (3o) 1 =K, '  (~(0 + 0-')) zEEL, 
without using any polar coordinates. 
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4.3. Remarks on Gauss-Radau quadratures 
We give a short outlook on the discussion of the kernel functions of the Gauss-Radau quadra- 
tures relative to the four Chebyshev weight functions (for details see [2]). Since for Gauss-Radau 
quadrature rules either the endpoint -1  or + 1 is prescribed there exists a pair of formulas to each 
weight function. Using symmetry arguments he results for rules with endpoint -1  can be transferred 
to rules with endpoint + 1. In [2], Gauss-Radau quadrature rules with endpoint -1  are treated and, 
analogously as for the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rules, explicit expressions for the correspond- 
ing kernels are derived. Again, these expressions rest upon the decomposition z = ½(u + u -1 ) E g~. 
For the weight functions Wl and w4 it is proved that the corresponding kernels attain their maximum 
modulus on every ellipse g~,Q > 1, on the negative real axis (see [2, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5]). For 
the remaining weight functions w2 and w3 only conjectures on the location of the maximum point 
are given (see [2, Section 4.3]). These conjectures base upon numerical calculations and are similar 
to the conjecture for the Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the second kind. The location of the 
maximum point again changes with increasing ~. We believe that similar methods as we used in the 
proof of Theoren 2.1 can be applied to prove the conjectures. However, the necessary calculations 
and estimations eem to be more complicated and lengthy as they are for the Lobatto-Chebyshev 
quadrature rules. So far it remains unsolved how these conjectures can be proved analytically. 
5. Numerical examples 
Consider the two integrals 
f 
l 
I ( f k ) :=  fk(x) v/1--x2dx, k---1,2, 
1 
where 
1 (2 - x/3)rc 1 
f l ( z )  = (1 +z2)(2 +z2) ' i.e., I ( f l ) -  x/2 and fz (z ) -  (2_z2)  2, 
i.e., I ( f2 )= lg~z v~. 
Obviously, both functions fk, k= 1,2, are analytic inside ge for 1 < ~ < 0max :=1 + X/2; f l  attains its 
maximum modulus on go at z = ½i(~ - ~-1) and f2 at z = ½(O + ~-1 ). Both integrals are computed 
by the (n + 2)-point Lobatto-Chebyshev quadrature rule of the second kind. Using the ellipses gQ 
with _(2) ffn+2 ~ Q < ~max we obtain from (1.4) and Theorem 2.1 the error bounds 
lRn+2(f l )1 
inf (L(ge) (2) 1 1. ) 
l<Q<Qmax ~ 2re Ign+2(2(e ÷ fl(51(e - e-x)) 
1 o_1 ) inf ))1 f l (½i (o -  e-A)) 
Q(n2)+2 <Q<Omax 
for n = 0,1,2, 
for n ~> 3, 
(5.1) 
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Table 2 
Integrand f l  Integrand f2 
n True error Error bound n True error Error bound 
0 3.3343.10 -1 2.8394.10 0 1.0154.10 7.3331.10 
1 5.9265-10 -2 3.9208.10 - l 1 1.3186.10 - l 1.1129.10 
2 9.7810.10 -3 7.1368.10 -2 2 2.2329-10 -2 2.2530.10 -1 
3 1.6441-10 -3 1.4594.10 -2 3 4.0615.10 -3 5.2249.10 -2 
4 2.7646.10 -4 3.0336.10 -3 4 7.5439.10 -4 1.2256.10 -2 
5 4.6585.10 -5 6.1414.10 -4 5 1.4074.10 -4 2.7638.10 -3 
6 7.8639.10 -6 1.2028.10 -4 6 2.6221.10 -5 5.9773.10 -4 
7 1.3299.10 -6 2.3432.10 -5 7 4.8678.10 -6 1.2809.10 -4 
8 2.2531.10 -7 4.5388-10 -6 8 8.9999.10 -7 2.6370-10 -5 
9 3.8230.10 -8 8.4658-10 -7 9 1.6570.10 -7 5.4431.10 -6 
10 6.4961.10 -9 1.5823.10 -7 10 3.0388-10 -8 1.1013.10 -6 
11 1.1052.10 -9 2.9623.10 -8 11 5.5523.10 -9 2.1674.10 -7 
12 1.8824-10 -1° 5.5526.10 -9 12 1.0111.10 -9 4.2707.10 -8 
13 3.1994.10 -u  1.0419-10 .9 13 1.8303.10 -1° 8.4233.10 -9 
14 5.6208.10 -12 1.9565.10 - l° 14 3.2277.10 -11 1.6627.10 -9 
15 9.2049.10 -13 3.5090.10 -11 15 5.8702.10 -12 3.2166.10 -1° 
and 
[L(ge) [K(2) ( ! (a  e--1 1 Q-l))]  for O, 1,2, inf ~ 2re ' n+2 2 + ))[ f2 ( i (Q+ ] n= 
I < Q <Qmax 
(2) [Rn+2(f2)[ <~ (52)  
\ zrc[L(g°)'K(2)'li" 1 Q-I ) -- f2 ($ (O ) )  for  /> 3. in f  / - -w- - I  ,+2(5 (Q Q-1)) I  + n 
For the practical derivation the expressions from Theorem 2.1 and the estimate (cf. [8]) 
Z(go) ~ (Q~-Q-I)~ 1 - (Q+Q-1)2 - 4(Q_t_ Q- l )4  4(Q_.~ ~-1)6  
are used and the right hand side of the error bounds are evaluated for the selected parameters 
Qj := max{Q~2+)2, 1 +j(Qmax -- 1 )/25}, j = 1,... ,  24. The infimum is estimated with the smallest of the 
corresponding bounds. Table 2 shows these error bounds for f l  and f2, respectively. In both cases 
the true error is estimated very well; the overestimation grows with increasing n from a factor about 8 
to a factor less than 40 for f l  or 60 for f2, respectively. The quality of the error bound is nearly the 
~(2) 
same a l though f l  a t ta ins  its max imum modu lus  at the  same po in t  as "'n+2, n /> 3, and  f2  does  not .  
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